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A WELCOME FROM thE VFG PRESIDENt

In this edition of our newsletter you will find many interesting articles by and about our members

regarding vintage fashion, as well as events of interest. The Vintage Fashion Guild (VFG) is an 

international non-profit organization comprised of individuals with a passion for vintage.

If you would like to share your experiences or learn more about vintage you have come to the right

place! Our members enjoy sharing their knowledge of vintage clothing and discussing the many aspects

related to it, such as collecting or the buying and selling of vintage garments and accessories.

Many of our members have authored books on related subjects and there are several who also lecture

on the topic.

If you would like to participate in our public forums please just come along and visit us here. In this

forum you are welcome to ask questions or simply chat about vintage clothing and accessories

We have many public resources available to assist you in identifying and dating your vintage items. Please

click here.

If you would like to become a member, here is our online application form: We hope that you enjoy

reading this edition of our Newsletter!

Mary Jane Enros

VFG President 2013

For easy fabric identification right at your fingertips, be sure to visit our new and informative 

Fabric Resource A-Z, created and produced by Maggie Wilds (Denise Brain Vintage).

This incredible and massive resource was recently featured online in Threads. Want to learn more about 

this amazing labor of love? Enjoy a fascinating interview with Maggie in this issue.

Diana Craig Sparks of Belle à Coeur

Treasure Trove will be showing at the

Chicagoland Vintage Clothing, Jewelry and

Textile Show & Sale in Elgin, IL, which runs 

Feb 22-23, 2013.

Here’s a photo of Diana’s booth at last year’s

event. Admission is $10 ($2 off if you

come dressed in vintage). If you’re in

the area, be sure 

to stop by.

VFG MEMBERS ON THE NEWS RUNWAY

Don’t miss Claire Shaeffer’s Couture Techniques Workshop 

featured online by Threads magazine.  

Claire also generously shares some invaluable tips on couture sewing

techniques in this issue. For a copy of her latest book, Couture Sewing: 

Tailoring Techniques, visit Amazon.

http://forums.vintagefashionguild.org/#public-forums.166
http://vintagefashionguild.org/
http://vintagefashionguild.org/apply-for-membership/
http://bctreasuretrove.com/
http://bctreasuretrove.com/
http://www.catspajamasproductions.net/html/shows.htm
http://www.threadsmagazine.com/item/23016/couture-techniques-workshop-basics-with-claire-shaeffer
http://www.amazon.com/Couture-Sewing-Techniques-Claire-Shaeffer/dp/1600855040/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1355580265&sr=8-3&keywords=claire+shaeffer
http://vintagefashionguild.org/fabric-resource-a-z/
http://www.denisebrain.com/
https://www.threadsmagazine.com/item/29155/got-a-mystery-fabric#comment_list


MORE VFG MEMBERS ON THE NEWS RUNWAY

You may spot several of Chris Moore’s 

(AlleyCats) lovely vintage wares on television

these days, including hats, purses and dresses on CBS’s

Vegas, and lingerie in the third season of Bomb Girls.

Vegas’ costume designer Kathleen Detoro purchased

several items from Chris’ shops on Ruby Lane and Etsy

for use by the characters in the 1960s’ set drama, about

the Las Vegas casino scene and the mob. You can visit

Alley Cats Vintage on Ruby Lane and Etsy.

Fashion photographer 

extraordinaire, Chris 

Anderson (Yum Yum Vintage)

has sold one of her prints to British

Vogue, after a showing of her work at

the Vogue Italia exhibit during fashion

week in Milan last fall.

This image of free spirited dancing feet entitled Dancing in Between the Shadows originally appeared in the

September 2012 issue of Italian Vogue. Chris has also been featured in the December 2012 issue of Italian

Vogue for her ethereal candlelit image at Hanukkah entitled Season of Light.

You can see more of Chris’ talented works here.

Nicole Jenkins’ shop Circa Vintage Clothing recently

closed its doors at its Fitzroy location and reopened in a ’40s

style salon at the glorious Art Deco “Mitchell House,” located at the

corners of Elizabeth and Lonsdale streets in Melbourne.

Nicole states, “We’ve been doing a

roaring trade in wedding dresses in the

new location,” and adds “People love

old style salons with ‘by appointment’

service.”

The Summer 2012 issue of 

Melbourne Bride featured one of 

Circa’s lovely vintage wedding frocks 

on its cover, below left.

Lest we think that Nicole has had a chance to rest, last summer she 

jetted to Sydney to attend the famous Lisa Ho Collection auction, 

and was also recently featured in The Good Weekend magazine, 

below right.

Last but not least, Nicole will

appear in a new television 

reality series about high

school formals and proms.  

Photo courtesy 

Mike Baker, The Age.

http://christineanderson.viewbook.com/
http://www.rubylane.com/shop/alleycatvintage
http://www.etsy.com/shop/alleycatsvintage
http://circavintageclothing.com.au/2012/09/04/welcome-to-circa-vintage-salon/
http://www.bride.com.au/magazine/issue-73
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/lifestyle/magnificent-obsession-20121203-2apqe.html


TURKMEN JEWELLERY AT THE MET
by Laura Milera (Metro Retro Vintage)

A warm, soft, silvery glow beckons 

visitors who enter the Turkmen 

Silver Jewelry Exhibit at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art in New York City.

It is like a hidden cache of long-lost

treasures and magnificent artifacts 

of 19th and early 20th century 

silverworks from Central Asia and Iran,

displayed in tall glass cases with soft

back lighting enhancing and heightening

the sensory effect.

The complexity of the fine silver 

craftsmanship includes fanciful 

piercework, chasing, and granulation. The

exhibit shows the works of various

tribal and ethnic groups of the vast re-

gion, both Nomadic and urban, ones including the Yomut, Tekke, 

Ersari and Saryk.

There are many pectoral and dorsal 

ornaments of various sizes, collars, amulets,

rings and bracelets, headdresses and appliques,

and ceremonial type items including whips for

men, and dress-up ornaments for horses.

For an enjoyable museum experience, be sure

to visit the Turkmen Silver Jewelry exhibit

which runs now through February 24, 2013.

For more information, click here.

Vermont’s Public Television celebrated the popular Downton Abbey

television series this January with a weekend devoted to post-

Edwardian style entertainment, food, and costume. 

Jennifer Karpin (Morning Glorious) was invited by Karen 

Augusta of Augusta Auctions to serve as judge for the 

“Downton Abbey Costume Contest.”  You can read all about it at the

Vermont Public Television Blog.

MORE VFG MEMBERS ON THE NEWS RUNWAY

http://www.etsy.com/shop/MorningGlorious
http://vermontpublictv.blogspot.com/
http://www.etsy.com/shop/metroretrovintage?ref=si_shop
http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2012/turkmen-jewelry


EXHIBITIONS & SALES

Exhibits
The Queen Sofía Spanish Institute in New York

is currently exhibiting Fortuny y Madrazo:

An Artistic Legacy.  Fans of celebrated 

designer Mariano Fortuny will enjoy viewing 

several of his famous garments and hand painted

textiles up close.  The show runs through March

30, 2013.

Lucky Magazine has provided a list of the top

15 “must-see” fashion exhibits this winter, from

around the world. Get ready to make your travel

reservations, as you’ll want to see them all.

Explore an exhibit of Fashions from A-Z on 

AnOther fashion and culture magazine.

Fashion Museums Around the World

Sales    
Kerry Taylor Auctions, Vintage Fashion & Textiles, London, UK, Feb 12

Clerkenwell Vintage Fashion Fair, London, UK, Feb 17 

The London Vintage Fashion, Textiles & Accessories Fair, UK, 

Feb 17 & March 17 

Love Vintage Clothing Show, Sydney, Australia, March 15-17 

The Pier Antiques Shows & Fashion Alley, New York, March 16 & 17 

Andi Charkow Auction Service, Vintage Clothing, Accessories &

Textiles Auction, Pennysylvania, March 23 

Modern Vintage’s Clothing & Textile Show, Burbank, California, March 31

Ottawa Vintage Clothing Sale, Canada, April 5-7 

8th Vintage Clothing & Accessories, Textiles & Jewelry Show and

Sale, Danbury, Connecticut, April 6 & 7         

Gadsend’s Toronto Vintage Clothing Show,

Canada, April 14

Leslie Hindman Vintage Couture & 

Accessories, Chicago, April 17

Antique Textiles Vintage Clothing Tri-Annual

Sturbridge Show, Massachusetts, May 13

Antiques at Brimfield, Massachusetts, May 14-19 

Madame Grès Sculptural Fashion at ModeMuseum,

Antwerp, Belgium. One of Lucky Magazine’s must-

see shows. Photo: Boy Kortekaas.

Above right: Love Vintage, Sydney

Right: Clerkenwell Vintage Fashion Fair, London.

GARBO AUCTION

Greta Garbo’s personal belongings sold for $1.6

million at a two-day auction at Julien’s in 

Beverly Hills, Ca., Dec 14 and 15. One of the buyers

was VFG member Melissa Davis (Meloo Vintage).

“I previewed the auction thoroughly so that I knew

what the condition of the clothing and items were,”

she recalled. “I took a lot of notes and wrote down

the pieces that I wanted the most and hoped for

the best. I didn’t want to end up with things just 

because they went for a good price.

“Garbo’s favorite colors were pink and turquoise,”

Davis added. “She was friends with Pucci so I chose

based on that and what had appeared in her book

Greta Garbo: The Mystery of Style.

“When I woke up the morning of the auction I

looked online to see where the bidding would start,

since many things already had bids. Most things

were already well over the predictions two hours

before the auction began, so with phone bids, proxy

bids, and not knowing the auction house personally, I made the decision to bid online.

“The prices were insanely high,” she said. (A pair of sunglasses sold for $13,750, and a Louis Vuitton

steamer trunk went for $37,500.)

“There were two lots that I really wanted for my personal collection–a silly pink cone hat with sequins

that made me smile and a collection of three pairs of gold/black lamé slippers. Her clothing was all fairly

conservative, most made for her by Valentina. The slippers and the hat were just the right amount of

wacky that I had to have them! Sadly for me, the hat sold for $8,125 and the slippers sold for $5,120, 

so alas—that was not to be. It was such a joy to see it all in person though!

“Truly I believe that bidding online was the only way that I was able to buy what I did.” Melissa will be

posting more about her purchases on her Facebook page Meloo Vintage.

http://spanishinstitute.org/exhibitions-programming/exhibitions/fortuny-y-madrazo-an-artistic-legacy
http://spanishinstitute.org/exhibitions-programming/exhibitions/fortuny-y-madrazo-an-artistic-legacy
http://www.luckymag.com/blogs/luckyrightnow/2012/12/15-international-fashion-exhibitions-to-see-during-your-winter-vacation#slide=1
http://ht.ly/g4Bfk
http://www.cnn.com/2012/10/19/living/fashion-museums/index.html
http://www.kerrytaylorauctions.com/
http://www.clerkenwellvintagefashionfair.co.uk/the-vintage-collections-london-fashion-week-sunday-17th-february
http://www.pa-antiques.co.uk/faircalendar.html
http://lovevintage.com.au/Sydney/
http://www.stellashows.com/cgi-bin/texis/scripts/showpromo_info/stellashowdetail.html?idnum=ZJD1463&showabb=triplepier20020302
http://www.auctionzip.com/PA-Auctioneers/36331.html
http://antiquesnearme.com/antique-show/modern-vintages-clothing-textile-show
http://www.asinter.com/
http://www.cordshows.com/VintageClothingShow2013.htm
http://antiqueshowscanada.com/gadsdens-toronto-vintage-clothing-show/
http://www.lesliehindman.com/
http://vintagefashionandtextileshow.com/indexa.html
http://www.brimfield.com/html/brimfieldfaqvisitors.htm
http://www.julienslive.com/view-auctions/catalog/id/76/lot/29745/from/find-lots/
http://stores.ebay.com/VA-VA-VOOM-BACK-AGAIN
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Meloo-Vintage/91274180177?fref=ts


1950s AMERICAN FASHION

JONATHAN WALFORD
Reviewed by Carrie Pollack (Glad Rags & Curios)

When you order a fashion history book from Jonathan Walford

(Kickshaw Productions), you know you can safely expect, 

1) authoritative information, both broad and deep, that you’ll have a

tough time rounding up elsewhere, 2) page upon page of fabulous eye

candy to illustrate said information, much of it drawn from the seemingly

infinite treasure hoard of the Fashion History Museum, and 3) a book

that can double as a doorstop.

Jonathan’s latest offering, 1950s American Fashion: The American Clothes That

Defined the 50s, predictably delivers on the first two counts, yet somehow

manages to do so in only 64 pages. That’s right—essays exploring the

evolution and pinpointing the trends of American fashion through the 1950s, accompanied by dozens upon

dozens of designer and company histories, is packed into a readable, attractive, and slim volume. It won’t

work as a doorstop, but you’ll most certainly want it on your reference shelf (and it will fit nicely in your

purse, should you want to consult it on the run).

The book opens with a succinct and clearly written exploration

of the roots of the American fashion industry. The very first 

sentence declares, “The 1950s belonged to America”, followed by

a detailed look at the development, and the twists and turns of

American high fashion throughout the decade.

If you want to know when synthetics (from pile “furs” to Orlon)

came on the scene, or the year sari-fabric dresses were in vogue,

or the connection between the sack dress and the balloon skirt,

you’ll want to read these essays (and then keep the book handy

in case you need to review your 1950s ball gown silhouettes).

As I read, I found myself mentally honing dates on garments I’d

pegged more vaguely, thrilled to not only feel my handle on

“early” or “late” 50s improving, but confident that I’d be able to

propose a one or two year circa range for some of them now.

There’s also a chapter on the emergence of American “ready to

wear”, and the roles played by the New York Dress Institute, the

Hollywood film industry, and the junior market manufacturers of

St. Louis in establishing its foothold across the country. 

Everything from sportswear to youth fashions to swimwear is

touched upon, and again, you’ll find yourself referring back to the

chapter to refresh yourself on its abundance of must-know facts.

In addition to laying out this definitive groundwork, much of the book devotes itself to providing 

information, in the form of alphabetized thumbnail sketches, on the major couture and RTW designers and

manufacturers of clothing, shoes and hats. Again, a great deal of well-selected detail is packed into a few

sentences per entry, providing capsule summaries of names and companies from Abe Schrader to Zelinka-

Matlick, from Addie Masters to Vera Maxwell, and (following an overview of hat and shoe styles through the

decade) from Bernardos to the Wolff Shoe Company.

These designer and company histories provide invaluable at-your-fingertips information for those times you

need to review a major designer’s career arc, or know the designer behind a particular brand in a given

year. The histories also cover what a company was primarily known for or when it began a line.

A final observation is in order about the outstanding quality and sheer abundance of the images—both

magazine ads and period garments—which illustrate the text. There are typically two to three and 

sometimes as many as five images in a two-page spread, making this not only a visually rich book, but one

where it is easy to “see” with crystal clarity—and typically with a precise date attached—whatever point

the author happens to be making.

All in all, this compact and information-dense book is more than deserving of a place on your reference shelf.

The best one-word description I can think of for it is “indispensable”. Both authoritative and eminently

portable, it’s an essential travel guide to the 1950s you’ll want with you on every visit you pay that decade.

Editor’s note: For more information or to purchase a copy of 1950s American Fashion: The American Clothes

that Defined the 50s, please visit Amazon.

BOOK REVIEW

Above: Advertisement for Ben Reig 

showing My Fair Lady influence.

http://www.rubylane.com/shop/cur-io
http://www.etsy.com/shop/kickshaw
http://www.amazon.com/1950s-American-Fashion-Shire-USA/dp/0747811644/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1355931987&sr=8-1&keywords=50s+fashion+jonathan+walford


BEHIND THE SEAMS
by Claire Shaeffer

Identifying garments which have no labels or labels that

you haven’t seen before is challenging. When I first

started researching couture techniques, I examined 

expensive ready-to-wear (RTW) as well as haute 

couture designs. Gradually, I learned that only a few 

techniques were used on both—usually because of the

cost. And some techniques were usually a major 

indicator that a garment was haute couture or RTW.

Several years ago I saw a Bill Blass suit with hand-made

thread buttonholes. Since this was a trunk show at

Neiman Marcus, I knew immediately that these button-

holes would never get to the RTW editions. If I had 

found this suit at a resale shop without a label, I might

have thought it was a couture garment.  

Generally, serging—a multi-thread finish—on the seams

means RTW, but in more recent years, I’ve seen it on

some couture designs, but not from the best designers.

A similar finish—a narrow zigzag stitch—is used on

some couture, but my guess is that the garment was

probably made for the runway, not for a customer.

I’ve selected photos showing an inside view of several

garments that provide some basic information.

The seam on the Dior red dress, below, is finished with

hand overcasting—a single thread sewn over the edge

to prevent ravelling. This is the most common seam finish used in couture because it is the flattest and

least likely to show from the face side of the garment. When you find a garment with this finish, it will 

usually be haute couture.

This Yves Saint Laurent jacket above had no label, but the 

construction as well as the style immediately said YSL. The inner

structure of this jacket is unique to YSL and it is one of the 

reasons these jackets maintain their shapes for decades. There’s

none of the soft tailoring that you find on Chanel.

If the Blass dress on the left didn’t have a label, I would examine

other details such as the seam and hem finishes and the zipper. 

Until recently, it was unusual to see an invisible zipper on 

a couture dress.

The quality and quantity of hand sewing is a good indication that

the garment is haute couture. I recently examined an unlined, 

simple Chanel cardigan. All seam allowances except the armscye

were folded under and sewn to the back of the fabric invisibly from

both the inside and face side. It required many more hours to finish

the seams than to stitch and fit it.

Editor’s Note: Couture Sewing Techniques by Claire Shaeffer as

well as her other titles, can be ordered from Amazon.com

Davidow Jacket. This collar was cut like a new

moon so it would hug the neck.

Chanel Jacket. This collar was cut as a vertical

rectangle, then steamed into the moon shape to

hug the neck. 

Left: You can see the inner structure of this YSL jacket, which is wrong side out. The front is completely 

interfaced with one piece of interfacing with a chest piece machine quilted above the bust to create a

smooth line from the shoulder to the bust. Middle: The back sections are also interfaced with two bias-cut

interfacings quilted together. One completely interfaces the back and the other is just on the upper back.

Right:  The sleeve has an interfacing in the cap as well as a lamb’s wool header at the top of the sleeve. The

rest of the sleeve is interfaced only at the cuff. The large interfacings on each section and the sleeve 

interfacing at the cap are unusual and characteristic of YSL.

Left: This is a Bill Blass dress, but I first saw the technique in the

Valentino workroom. The armscye seam has a flesh-colored 

binding so when the dress is worn, the seam will be inconspicuous. 

Left: This Dior dress is made of a silk jacquard fabric and completely underlined with silk charmeuse. 

Middle: The neckline facing is cut in one with the front without a seam at the neck edge. A strip of silk 

organza is centered over the fold between the layers so the edge won’t stretch out of shape. The edges of

the facing are finished with hand overcasting; this is sometimes called hand serging. Right: This seam is

about 1” wide. It has been clipped so it will like flat when pressed; the corners have been trimmed away at

the clips so they won’t curl up. The seam was left wide so it will drape better and can be pressed flatter

than a narrow seam.



aLL aBoUT FaBRics
By Amanda Legare (Vintage From Vermont) with thanks to Maggie Wilds

(Denise Brain Vintage) for taking the time to answer so many questions

Five years ago Maggie

Wilds decided she

wanted to make a “significant contribution” to the

Vintage Fashion Guild. She certainly accomplished

that goal when her phenomenal Fabric Resource

went online in 2012.

This resource gives more than 200 clear 

descriptions and detailed photographs of various

fabrics. To get a sense of the scope of this project,

thumbnails of the fabrics and descriptions can be

seen here.

Maggie developed three different search methods

to identify a fabric. Particularly helpful for the 

beginner is the ability to search by ‘Fabric Looks

Like’.

“I thought that being able to search for a 

‘mystery’ fabric’s name would not be easy for me,

let alone for anyone fairly new to fabrics,” she said.

“My idea was to sort them by first impression,

things like ‘horizontal ribs’ or ‘sheer’.” She was 

inspired by the Roger Tory Peterson Bird Field

Guides, where Peterson identified birds by pointing

out highlights readily noticed along with visual 

features, rather than focusing on the technical 

features of interest to scientists.

The other two search methods in the Fabric Resource are ‘Fabric by Fiber’ and ‘Fabric by Use’.

Fabric vs. Fiber
“It is very important to distinguish between fiber and fabric,” she writes 

in the ‘How to Use this Resource’ section. “Some sellers stumble in 

recognizing the difference,” she explained. “The fiber is what the fabric is

made of, whether natural or manufactured, staple or filament. The fabric 

is the finished product. For example, silk is a fiber while satin is a weave 

or a fabric."

“Of all of a fabric’s characteristics, the fiber is most important and most 

incontrovertible,” she stated. “It is really important to try to figure out 

the fiber of a fabric.”

Maggie gives a thorough explanation on how to identify a fiber here. 

In the Beginning
Maggie’s interest in fabrics started as a child. “When I was young, my

mother sewed most of my clothing, and she always had me feel fabrics 

and choose what I wanted. She helped me understand why some fabrics

were better or worse choices,” she said.

“About ten years ago I started seriously researching fabrics,” she 

continued. “I wanted to know more as a sewer, vintage clothing seller and

buyer. I spent a summer reading the Fairchild's Dictionary of Textiles, taking

notes on fabrics I seemed to see often. I organized these by their most

significant characteristics. I cut out swatches when I found them, and

sewed them onto cards.”

The challenges to creating the Fabric Resource have been numerous.

Getting Started
“I felt I was trying to reinvent the wheel,” she explained. “Many of the

leading sources I looked at seemed to reference one another, and it took

some creativity to tie these together without writing the same thing.” 

Another challenge was learning enough about chemistry to understand

how manufactured fibers are made. For an example of her in-depth work

in this area, see Rayon viscose here. Then there was the issue of different

countries using different terms for the same fabric.

“I can tell from comments and suggestions from non-U.S. VFG members

that there are a number of fabrics with different names and characteristics

in their parts of the world,” she said. “I hope to add these as I can, 

although the resource will probably always be weighted toward US 

terminology.”

So Many Fabrics, So Little Time
“Probably the biggest challenge for me has been carving out the time to

create the Fabric Resource, and now to continue working on it,” she

added. “Gathering fabrics to be photographed is a long and ongoing

process. Hoyt Carter, my photographer friend, uses excellent 

photographic equipment with a great deal of knowledge and experience.

We have had sixteen long sessions of photographing fabric, with another 

session perpetually in the calendar.”

Claire Shaeffer and her Fabric Sewing Guide has also been a source of 

inspiration to Maggie. 

She stated, “Claire graciously allowed the use of a group of definitions

from this book. You will see these marked in the Fabric Resource. She also

has provided a treasure trove of swatches for me to have photographed,

and offered suggestions and guidance at the outset. Claire has been a

tremendous help to me. All the VFG presidents have supported my 

efforts,” she added. “But the real push came from Brenda who helped me

set up and add the content to the website.”

“The subject of fabric is pretty vast and complicated. I wasn’t sure if I’d

ever have a respectable start on the subject…and whether I had been

crazy to even try,” she joked.

A Fabric By Any Other Name
“I included many fabric terms, and link to these throughout the resource. 

I realized that in describing specific fabrics there would be terms that not

everyone would know. I hope that if someone explores just one fabric

that they will exit the site with all they needed, having been able to click

on links and read about all the fabric terms that were used to describe

the fabric.

“See, for instance, Chiffon, with links to definitions of balanced fabric,

plain weave and crepe. I also include links to fabrics that are similar in

each definition. For chiffon those are Georgette and Mousseline de soie.

The photos can be clicked on to bring up a large image, in many cases

taken fairly close up to show the detail of the fabric.”

Maggie explained that a big misconception is that there must be a very

specific name for each fabric one finds. She says, “there may well be a 

vintage trade name for the fabric, but a general name is likely to be more

generic, such as lamé plaid. I believe it is most important to understand all

the fabric terms you use, and use them honestly to describe what you

have. If you don’t know all you need to know to describe a fabric, I would

advocate for not bluffing. Just honestly describe what you do know.”        

The Work Continues
The Fabric Resource is an ongoing project.  “I literally have hundreds of

definitions on my list to add right now, and about 70 photos to either

take, edit or add,” she said. “I love it, or else I wouldn’t have taken it

on...but it’s a big job.”

Maggie’s work has been nationally recognized. An editor at Threads

magazine recently wrote: “The Fabric Resource is an incredibly valuable

compilation of information that I've found endlessly fascinating. There are

so many obscure or once-popular but now-obsolete fabrics listed that

every time I visit the pages I learn something new.”

Maggie Wilds, pictured: “I like this dress for being 

dotted swiss (clip-spot or American dotted swiss to 

be exact) and yet a formal... slightly unexpected, which

I have always loved.”

Maggie’s RecoMMended Reading

“This page includes most of the references I used for the Fabric Resource.

“Here are my top four reference picks:

•  The Fairchild’s Dictionary of Textiles—This is the biggest, most complete reference available.

• The Fabric Glossary by Mary Humphries—This is a well-organized collection of the most 

commonly found fabrics, with photos.

•  Textile Fabrics by Elizabeth Denny—I love all the editions (published from 1923-62). The photos

are excellent, the descriptions are clear. I own the 1928 edition, and wish I had them all!

•  All About series (All About Wool, All About Cotton, All About Silk) by Julie Parker—These offer

not only great descriptions, but actual swatches.

“Speaking of swatches, I would never, ever pass by a vintage swatch book of any kind. These can be gold

mines for finding out more about fabric.”

http://www.etsy.com/shop/VintagefromVermont
http://www.denisebrain.com/
http://vintagefashionguild.org/fabric
http://vintagefashionguild.org/determining-fiber
http://vintagefashionguild.org/fabric-resource/rayon-viscose
http://vintagefashionguild.org/fabric-resource/chiffon
http://vintagefashionguild.org/fabric-resource-bibliography-acknowledgents/


A LIFE IN DANCE
by Amanda Legare (Vintage From Vermont)

While visiting my brother in San Francisco I had the opportunity to see Rudolph Nureyev: A Life in

Dance at the de Young Museum. It featured more than 80 sumptuous costumes intermingled with 50

photographs from the dancer’s personal collection, as well as some video tapes.

Large black scrims painted to look like opera house curtains transformed the exhibit’s main room into a

soft, dark space. Costumes were grouped by ballets and performance videos were embedded thoughout

the exhibit.

The costumes were pure theatrical bling: a fantasia of

jewels, braid, embroidery and velvet. Nureyev had a

lifelong obsession with the details of fabric, 

decoration, and stylistic line. The pieces in this exhibit

represent every period of his long career. He 

demanded costumes that were not only beautiful, but

precisely engineered to suit the physical demands of

his dance.

He often ordered alterations to costumes, including

his partner’s tutus, and once cut off his tuxedo 

coattails, proclaiming he was not a waiter.

Through the exhibit I learned more about how

Nureyev changed the world of ballet. He is 

responsible for ... men in tights. In the fourth act of

Don Quixote he refused to put on the costume of

short baggy trousers which he called “lampshades.”

Some male dancers in the west were wearing tights

and he wanted people to see the full length of his legs.

Julie Kavanagh writes in her book Nureyev: The Life -

He said, “Replace me with anyone you want. I’m not

going onstage in them. They’re ugly. Only without

pants,” he remarked implacably. Finally Rudolph got

his way and appeared onstage to a chorus of gasps.

He looked naked ... After that night no man could 

tolerate those pants and Nureyev was a beacon of

the future.”

Before Nureyev became a superstar, male ballet

dancers were secondary to female dancers and only

played supportive roles.

I am old enough to remember when Nureyev 

defected in the early 60s. He was Russia’s national

treasure and Americans considered his jump a cold

war victory. What I hadn’t realized was that his 

obsession with costume helped fuel his decision to

defect from the USSR. After modifying his costume

for a Paris performance with his Russian ballet 

company, Nureyev learned a few days later, at the 

airport, that he would be sent back to Moscow and

not continue on with the company— a punishment

for the liberties he took with his role. Right then, he 

demanded political asylum. 

While I will never forget the beauty and opulence of

the costumes at this exhibit, I will also never forget

one video of Nureyev at practice. His graceful leaps

(grand jetes and sout de chats) seemed effortless and

impossibly high.

Nureyev died of AIDS complications in 1993 at the age

of 54. His grave, in a cemetery outside Paris, is draped

in a mosaic replica of a kilim rug, an artifact he collected.

The show runs through Feb 13, 2013 and San Francisco is the only American stop for this French show.

Costume by Ezio Frigerio and Mauro Pagaono 

for the role of Romeo, Romeo and Juliet, London

Ballet Festival, 1977. 

Costume for the role of Prince Siegfried, Act 1,

Opera National de Paris, 1984. 

Collection CNCS/Rudolf Nureyev Foundation. 
Photographs by Pascal François/CNCS.

http://www.etsy.com/shop/VintagefromVermont
http://deyoung.famsf.org/deyoung/exhibitions/rudolf-nureyev-life-dance
http://deyoung.famsf.org/deyoung/exhibitions/rudolf-nureyev-life-dance
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